**Practice Opportunities**
Looking to join an aesthetic medicine practice, or hiring a practitioner? In future issues of the AAAM journal, we will have a Practice Opportunities classified ads section where medical practices or doctors can post their needs – whether to join or expand a practice or to hire new doctors. Posting is free for AAAM members.

**Medical Negligence & Settlement**
Stressed by negligence law suits in aesthetic medicine? AAAM invites contributions on actual experiences with negligence law suits and how they ended up. Members can learn from such contributions.

---

**Guidelines for AJAM Authors**

**Submission of Manuscripts**
The American Journal of Aesthetic Medicine welcomes submission of articles presenting research, finding or observations related to aesthetic medicine and cosmetic medicine.

**General Instructions**
Articles will be considered if they have not been previously published and are not under review elsewhere.

**Instructions for Original and Review Articles**
While the American Journal of Aesthetic Medicine primarily seeks publication of original clinical and research articles that describe a variety of research designs and methods, we also welcome review articles and other articles concerning business and economic aspects of aesthetic medicine.

**Authorship Guidelines**
The author should have made a substantial, direct, intellectual contribution to the manuscript, since authorship is a way of taking responsibility for, and receiving credit for, intellectual work.

**Organization of Manuscript and Writing Style**

**Manuscript Title**
The title should list the author(s), including organizational or institutional affiliation and title or position. Manuscript titles should not exceed fifteen (15) words.

**References**
References should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text, and they should be listed at the end of the article in the order in which they are cited. Additional references should be added in a separate list. Authors are responsible for the completeness and accuracy of references.

**Tables**
Each table should be printed on a separate page that includes a title, and a clear explanation of all abbreviations and components of measure used in the table. The title should provide an understanding of the table without the need to refer to the text for explanation. All letters, numbers, and symbols must be clear and large enough to be read when reduced for publication.

Table numbers should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text, and they should be listed at the end of the article in the order in which they appear in the manuscript. For each table, this list should include table number, title, and the page number where the table is located.

**Figures**
Each figure should be printed on a separate page that includes a brief title for the figure. The title should provide an understanding of the figure, without the need to refer to the text for explanation. All letters, numbers, and symbols must be clear and large enough to be read when reduced for publication. Illustrations and photographs should be clear and in focus, on a plain contrasting background. The author must provide written permission from any person who appear in photographs.

Figures should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text, and they should be listed at the end of the article in the order in which they appear in the manuscript. For each figure, this list should include figure number, title, and the page number where the figure is located.

**Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form**
All authors must complete, sign, and send a conflict of interest disclosure form to AJAM.

The American Journal of Aesthetic Medicine requires all authors to complete a conflict of interest disclosure form, since conflicts of interest can directly or indirectly affect the reported outcome of any intellectual accomplishment. Potential conflicts of interest may occur when authors are affiliated with a company or institution that could profit from a particular outcome of a study.

**Publication Agreement**
All authors must complete, sign and send a publication agreement form to AJAM. The publication agreement indicates that the author grants and transfers exclusively to the American Journal of Aesthetic Medicine all rights, including but not limited to copyright, during the full term of copyright granted in the United States of America and elsewhere. Articles should be submitted to: editor@aaamed.org.